We study dynamics near multiple homoclinic orbits to saddles in conservative and reversible ows. We consider the existence of two homoclinic orbits in the bellows con guration, where the homoclinic orbits approach the equilibrium along the same direction for positive and negative times.
Introduction
Consider a conservative vector eld possessing a hyperbolic equilibrium p so that the linearized vector eld at p has real weakest stable and unstable eigenvalues. Homoclinic orbits to such an equilibrium occur persistently, under certain transversality conditions. Furthermore, there is a sheet of periodic solutions accumulating onto the homoclinic orbit VanFie92]. Consider a reversible vector eld with a symmetric hyperbolic equilibrium p as above. Under natural transversality conditions, symmetric homoclinic orbits to p are persistent and have attached to them a sheet of periodic solutions Dev77, VanFie92] . So far there are no essential di erences between dynamics near homoclinic orbits in conservative systems and near symmetric homoclinic orbits in reversible systems. Of course, in reversible systems one can also nd non-symmetric homoclinic orbits. Whereas symmetric homoclinic orbits persist under perturbations, non-symmetric homoclinic orbits are expected to break under perturbations. Unfoldings require one parameter families of vector elds.
In both conservative and reversible systems, there can be more than one homoclinic orbit to p. To x thoughts, consider two di erent homoclinic orbits to p. The nontrivial case, which we will consider, is where both homoclinic orbits approach p from the same direction, both for positive and negative times (one needs at least a four dimensional state space for this to be possible).
Following AroGolKru91], we refer to the union of two such homoclinic orbits as a homoclinic bellows. In predating Russian literature TurShi87, Tur88] , the bellows con guration was referred to as a homoclinic gure eight. Bifurcation diagrams for two parameter unfoldings of a homoclinic bellows in general systems, without symmetry assumptions, are provided in TurShi87, Tur88] . In Hom93] the nonwandering set near homoclinic bellows in systems with Z 2 -symmetry has been studied.
We will study the dynamics near bellows in conservative and reversible systems. In reversible systems, assuming that p is a symmetric equilibrium, two di erent possibilities occur. In one case there are two homoclinic orbits ? 1 ; ? 2 to p that are both symmetric under the involution R that provides the reversibility: ? 1 = R(? 1 ) and ? 2 = R(? 2 ). A second possible con guration in reversible systems occurs if a non-symmetrical homoclinic orbit ? 1 together with its symmetric image ? 2 = R(? 1 ) forms a homoclinic bellows.
In all cases the analysis is enabled by the construction of a collection of center manifolds, parameterized by the bi-in nite symbol space B 2 on two symbols (Theorem 2.1). This reduces the dynamics to a skew product system of interval maps over the base space B 2 on which the shift operator acts. For reversible systems, one nds a reversibility for the skew product system as well.
The dynamics near homoclinic bellows in conservative systems and near bellows of symmetric homoclinic orbits in reversible systems, has similar features, but shows di erences also. In conservative systems, there is a one parameter family of suspended Smale horseshoes near the union of the two homoclinic orbits, parameterized by levels of the rst integral (Theorem 3.2). Near a bellows of symmetric homoclinic orbits in reversible systems there is still an in nite nonwandering set, corresponding to an uncountable number of symbolic sequences, but in general there is not a complete family of suspended horseshoes (Theorem 4.2 and Theorem 4.3). The nonexistence of a rst integral allows for a drift in the dynamics on the center manifolds. A di erent scenario occurs in reversible systems, for homoclinic bellows consisting of nonsymmetric homoclinic orbits. One parameter families of vector elds are considered to unfold the homoclinic bifurcations. This situation has no analogue in conservative systems, where homoclinic orbits persist under perturbations. An analysis of the dynamics on the center manifolds reveals a surprising complexity (Theorem 5.1 and Theorem 5.2).
The comparison between conservative (in particular Hamiltonian) vector elds and reversible vector elds is particularly interesting, since vector elds can be both conservative (Hamiltonian) and reversible, and perturbations can destroy one of these structures. Several models are known that are both Hamiltonian and reversible, and possess a homoclinic bellows. Let us indicate one example from the study of solitary waves in a fth order equation for gravity-capillary water waves ChaGro97, WagCha02], u t + 2 15 u xxxxx ? bu xxx + 3uu x + 2u x u xx + uu xxx = 0: Making a traveling wave ansatz u(x; t) = v(x?at) and integrating the resulting ordinary di erential equation once, one obtains the fourth order equation 2 15 v iv ? bv 00 + av + 3 2 v 2 ? 1 2 (v 0 ) 2 + vv 0 ] 0 = 0: As a rst order system in the variables v; v 0 ; v 00 ; v 000 , this system is Hamiltonian and reversible with respect to R(v; v 0 ; v 00 ; v 000 ) = (v; ?v 0 ; v 00 ; ?v 000 ). There is evidence (analytical, partly backed up by numerical computations), that for certain values of the parameters a; b close to a = 0; b = 2, the system possesses a homoclinic bellows WagCha02]. Bellows are created in this system from a bifurcation of a homoclinic orbit to a non-hyperbolic equilibrium with a double zero eigenvalue. WagCha02] describes more applications whose study involves this bifurcation.
In a di erent set of scenarios, homoclinic bellows bifurcate from degenerate homoclinic orbits FieTur96, Kno97, Van92] . Then both homoclinic orbits forming the bellows arise simultaneously and are almost copies of each other. Homoclinic bellows can also be found in systems with an orbit ip bifurcation of a homoclinic orbit SanJonAle97, Tur01]. Homoclinic bellows consisting of non-symmetric homoclinic orbits appear in a reversible homoclinic pitchfork bifurcation from a degenerate homoclinic orbit Kno97].
Center manifolds near a homoclinic bellows
In this section we construct center manifolds near homoclinic bellows. Although we apply the constructions for systems with a special structure, namely the existence of a rst integral or reversibility, we will consider general vector elds. The notation introduced below will be used in following sections as well. The proofs of the main results, Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 2.2, are postponed to Appendix C. The proof relies on normal form theory and Shil'nikov coordinates, developed in Appendix A. Connections with Lin's method for deriving bifurcation equations in a Lyapunov-Schmidt type approach, are explained in Appendix B.
Let X be a smooth vector eld on a nite dimensional Riemannian manifold M. Assume that X possesses a hyperbolic equilibrium p, and that DX(p) has eigenvalues f ss i g 1 i qss , s , u , f uu i g 1 i quu with Re( ss i ) < s < 0 < u < Re( uu i ):
The 
For symmetric homoclinic orbits in reversible systems and for homoclinic orbits in conservative systems, this condition will turn out to be automatically ful lled.
Let 1 and 2 be cross-sections of ? 1 and ? 2 , respectively. Write i = ? i \ i . By : 1 2 ! 1 2 we denote the rst return map de ned on a subset of 1 2 . Associated to an orbit x = fx(i)g, x(i + 1) = (x(i)) for i 2 Z, in the nonwandering set of , there is an itinerary (x) : Z ! f1; 2g de ned by (x)(i) = j; if x(i) 2 j : Let B 2 be the set of itineraries Z 7 ! f1; 2g, equipped with the product topology. The shift operator : B 2 ! B 2 is, as usual, given by (y)(k) = y(k + 1).
The following theorem shows that the nonwandering set of is contained in a Cantor bouquet of center manifolds, bounded by the bellows. The center manifolds are tangent to the bundle F s;u along the homoclinic orbits. In the following sections we discuss the dynamics within this Cantor bouquet of center manifolds, for bellows in reversible and conservative systems. As usual we call a periodic orbit 1-periodic with respect to a given homoclinic orbit ? if it goes just once around ?. Theorem 3.1 implies that the orbits ? 1 and ? 2 are non-twisted, that is, (5) holds. Twisted homoclinic orbits have a two-dimensional non-orientable center manifold and hence they cannot have 1-periodic orbits in an arbitrarily small neighborhood. Further the existence of the families of 1-periodic orbits implies that the principal eigenvalues are in resonance; s = ? u .
A way to see this is by considering the equation for detecting 1-periodic orbits, see Appendix B.
For that we put x u = x u (j + 1) = x u (j) in equation (49). It follows that = 1, which means s = ? u . Finally, the bellows con guration implies sign D H(y 1 ) = sign D H(y 2 ). This follows since the periodic orbits y 1 and y 2 are con ned to orientable center manifolds which are tangent to each other at p. The sheets of periodic orbits are transverse to the level sets of H, since DH is nonsingular along the homoclinic orbits. We refer to Figure 1 for an illustration. u . There is a mapping w : R ! (0) with W c = w (R). For all small positive values of x u , w (x u ) is in the domain of the return map .
Further, the coordinate lines of x i u , i = 1; 2, are transverse to the level set fH = H(p)g. We may assume that x i u > 0 corresponds to H > H(p). Then there is a~ > 0 such that for all 2 B 2 and for all H(p) < H < H(p) +~ , there is a x u < such that w (x u ) 2 fH = H g.
Then the existence of a one parameter family of horseshoes follows from Theorem 2.1, noting that the center manifolds intersect the level sets transversally and that level sets of the rst integral are invariant. Hyperbolicity of the horseshoes within level sets follows from the normal hyperbolicity of the center manifolds.
Consider in particular a Hamiltonian vector eld X (on an even dimensional symplectic manifold). Then by the`Nonintegrability theorem' presented in KolLer96] this vector eld is nonintegrable. This follows from the existence of periodic orbits of saddle type (within a level set) and transversal (again within level sets) homoclinic orbits to those periodic orbits.
Symmetric homoclinic orbits in reversible systems
Consider a vector eld X on a 2n-dimensional Riemannian manifold M that is reversible with respect to an involution R:
DR(x)X(x) = ?X R(x): Let us denote the ow of the vector eld X by f t g t2R . Then, due to the reversibility, t R = R ?t : (6) Suppose that X has a symmetric hyperbolic equilibrium p 2 Fix R and that DX(p) has eigenvalues f ss i g 1 i n?1 , s , u = ? s , f uu i = ? ss i g 1 i n?1 with Re( ss i ) < s < 0:
The existence of a symmetric hyperbolic xed point p enforces an even dimensional state space, because the involution R maps the stable manifold of p, W ss;s (p), onto the unstable manifold W u;uu (p). Also the strong stable and strong unstable manifolds are R-images of each other. Consequently the subspaces E ss , E uu and E s , E u , respectively, will be mapped onto each other by DR(p). Furthermore, the space Fix DR(p) is n-dimensional. Therefore (at least locally around p) the manifold Fix R is n-dimensional. Also the resonance of the eigenvalues s = ? u is a consequence of the reversibility. Suppose X has two di erent symmetric homoclinic orbits ? 1 ; ? 2 forming a bellows. Note that in this case (2) follows from (1). Although the manifolds W s;u;uu (p) and W ss;s;u (p) are not uniquely de ned they can be chosen such that they are R images of each other. We assume the transversality condition (4). Condition (4) implies that W ss;s (p) intersects Fix R transversally (because the homoclinic orbits are non-degenerate). Hence the homoclinic orbits ? i , i = 1; 2 persist under perturbations of the vector eld.
In the present situation there holds an assertion similar to Theorem 3.1. As in the conservative case this theorem implies that the orbits ? 1 and ? 2 are non-twisted { so condition (5) is ful lled automatically. Up to this stage the situation resembles the one in the conservative case (if we regard symmetric orbits as the natural counterpart of orbits in conservative systems). By construction 1 and 2 are symmetric cross-sections; R( 1 ) = 1 and R( 2 ) = 2 . The cross-sections i contain Fix R; U i \ Fix R i , i = 1; 2. By (7), R acts linearly on i when expressed in the coordinates given by the chart i . Likewise we may assume that R in coordinates x = (x ss ; x u ; x uu ) introduced in Appendix A, acts by R(x ss ; x u ; x uu ) = (x uu ; x u ; x ss ). Note that i is not near the xed point p.
The return map on 1 2 is reversible, Observe that consists of four maps i;j : i ! j , i; j = 1; 2. Note that (8) implies n R = R ?n . Therefore n R is an involution for each n and is reversible with respect to it;
see also Dev58, Dev76] . We will show that symmetric periodic orbits occur along one parameter families. For this we de ne symmetric itineraries which are related to symmetric orbits of the vector eld. De ne an involution R on B 2 , the space of double in nite sequences of two symbols f1; 2g, as follows:
For each orbit x, (Rx) = R (x): As explained in Appendix C,
Note that the shift on B 2 is reversible with respect to the involution R. We call an itinerary symmetric if there exists s 2 Z such that
The set of symmetric itineraries comprises the set of those whose -orbit is symmetric. Moreover, these are all periodic points of period N, if N is the minimal period of .
Consider next a symmetric almost periodic itinerary . There is a sequence n of symmetric periodic itineraries so that their -orbits converge to the -orbit of . Denote by X n the branches of periodic orbits x n with (x n ) equal to a shift of n . Let y be an accumulation point of X n \fx u = rg for some 0 < r < . Since almost periodic itineraries are minimal, the point y lies on a minimal orbit. It follows that W c contains a branch of recurrent points with itinerary . The orbits of these points are minimal orbits.
We remark that, apart from periodic and almost periodic orbits, homoclinic and heteroclinic connections between periodic and almost periodic orbits, corresponding to itineraries with an peri-odic or almost periodic past and future, also occur along one parameter families. This follows from transversality of center stable and center unstable manifolds. Theorem 4.3 For X from a residual set of vector elds, non-symmetric periodic orbits are hyperbolic.
Proof. This result follows from the Kupka-Smale theorem for reversible system in Dev76].
5 Non-symmetric homoclinic orbits in reversible systems Consider a vector eld X on a 2n-dimensional Riemannian manifold M that is reversible with respect to an involution R:
as in Section 4.
In this section we assume that X has a non-symmetric homoclinic orbit ? 1 , connecting the symmetric equilibrium p. By reversibility, X possesses a second homoclinic orbit ? 2 = R(? 1 ). As before, we assume that the transversality conditions (3) and (4) hold. We also assume (5). And we assume that fpg ? 1 ? 2 forms a homoclinic bellows. For this it is necessary that DR(p)e u = ?e s (and not DR(p)e u = e s ). See (1), (2) for the de nition of e s , e u .
In contrast to the bellows in Section 4, the homoclinic orbits do not persist under perturbations of X. One is led to consider one parameter families of vector elds that unfold the homoclinic bifurcation. Let fX g be a one parameter family of vector elds with X 0 = X. Take a cross-section 1 transverse to ? 1 . The cross-section 2 = R( 1 ) is transverse to ? 2 . Let be the return map for X on 1 2 . Again, as in the case of symmetric homoclinic orbits, is reversible. The return map consists of four maps i;j : i ! j , i; j = 1; 2.
Appendix A contains asymptotic expansions for i;j in Shil'nikov variables. We may assume that a coordinate system on 2 is obtained from coordinates on 1 by composing with R. From Theorem A.6 and the remark at the end of Appendix A, it follows that coordinates x i = (x i ss ; x i u ; x i uu ) exist on i , i = 1; 2, with the following properties (for the precise meaning of the notation, see Notation A.5). The action of R is given by R(x 1 ss ; x 1 u ; x 1 uu ) = (x 2 uu ; x 2 u ; x 2 ss ). In the following we will suppress the superscript indicating the cross-section. If x(k + 1) = (x(k)) with x(k + 1) 2 i and x(k) 2 j , then
for some ! > 0. By reversibility, a 1;1 = ?a 2;2 ; a 1;2 = a 2;1 = 0;
' 1;1 = 1=' 2;2 ; ' 1;2 = ' 2;1 = 1:
Note that ' 1;2 and ' 2;1 cannot be equal to ?1, due to (5). We will assume Da 1;1 (0) > 0;
These assumptions are generic, since we can change the inequalities by relabeling ? 1 and ? 2 and rede ning . The dynamics of a vector eld with bellows consisting of a non-symmetric homoclinic orbit and its symmetric image, as well as of nearby vector elds, is discussed in the following results.
Theorem 5.1 Assume that (13) and (14) hold.
Let 2 B 2 be a symmetric periodic itinerary of period N. For each such , there is an interval I = (? ; ), so that for each 2 I, there exists a family of N-periodic orbits fx g contained in W c , with (x ) = . For = 0, the family fx g is bounded by the bellows. For 6 = 0, it is bounded by a nite collection of symmetric homoclinic orbits.
Let 2 B 2 be a non-symmetric periodic itinerary of period N, such that s( ) 6 = 0. For 0, there is no periodic orbit with as its itinerary. For each such , there is an interval I = (0; ), so that for each 2 I, there is a unique hyperbolic N-periodic orbit x with (x) = . The hyperbolic periodic orbits with itinerary and R have di erent index. There exists a heteroclinic cycle connecting these periodic orbits.
Proof. For = 0, the statements concerning symmetric periodic orbits are verbatim the same as Theorem 4.2, only the involution used in the de nition of symmetric itinerary has changed. The proof can be copied from Theorem 4.2 as well. Note that the proof also predicts the existence of symmetric almost periodic orbits.
Next, let 6 = 0 and consider a symmetric periodic itinerary of period N. Consider the return map N 0 restricted to W c . Then N 0 W c is the identity map, whenever it is de ned. These points yield periodic orbits with itinerary . For small values of , N 0 W c is clearly well de ned for su ciently large values of x u , as it is for = 0. The point with smallest coordinate for which N 0 W c is de ned, is a point which is in the stable manifold of p, and lies on a homoclinic orbit since it is accumulated by periodic orbits. The family of periodic orbits with itinerary is therefore bounded by a nite union of homoclinic orbits.
To prove the other statements, we will iterate points on the Cantor bouquet of center manifolds. (0)). An open neighborhood of ( ) is contained in the domain of de nition of F , for small enough.
Observe that the periodic orbit p has n-dimensional unstable manifold and (n ? 1)-dimensional stable manifold. Its symmetric image Rp is a hyperbolic periodic orbit with (n ? 1)-dimensional unstable manifold and n-dimensional stable manifold.
Finally we prove the existence of a heteroclinic cycle connecting p and Rp. Write The interesting feature of the heteroclinic cycles connecting a hyperbolic periodic orbits and its symmetric image, is that it connects two orbits with di erent index. Periodic orbits not discussed in the above theorem, the non-symmetric ones with the value of s vanishing, are (if they exist) hyperbolic for generic vector elds by Theorem 4.3.
The above result makes clear that symmetric periodic orbits form sheets, bounded by a collection of homoclinic orbits. This raises the question which homoclinic orbits exist. If = 0, ? 1 and ? 2 are the only homoclinic orbits. Which homoclinic orbits one nds for 6 = 0, is answered in the following theorem.
Homoclinic orbits have nite itineraries. To a nite itinerary , there corresponds a periodic itinerary 1 in which is repeated. We call a nite itinerary symmetric if 1 is symmetric. Let be a nite itinerary of length N. We call 1-minimal if for all 0 s < N, the number of 1's is strictly larger than the number of 2's in (i), 0 i s. We say that is 2-minimal if this condition holds with the role of 1's and 2's interchanged. For example, = 12 is a 1-minimal itinerary, while = 21 is a 2-minimal itinerary.
Theorem 5.2 Let be a 1-minimal symmetric itinerary of length N. Then there is an interval I = (0; ), so that for 2 I, there is a homoclinic orbit with itinerary . Let be a 2-minimal symmetric periodic itinerary of period N. Then there is an interval I = ( ; 0), so that for 2 I, there is a homoclinic orbit with itinerary .
Proof. Let be a 1-minimal symmetric itinerary of length N. Write = 1 . Iterate the maps f s , 0 < s N ? 1, for small and positive. In the limit ! 0, this reduces to iterating the maps (15) and (16). Being 1-minimal implies that f s : : : f (0) is bounded away from 0 for any 0 < s < N ? 1. The sheet of periodic orbits with itinerary is therefore bounded by a single homoclinic orbit, with itinerary . Take > 0. Suppose that is nite symmetric itinerary of length N. Assume that is not 1-minimal, but starts with a symmetric 1-minimal piece (0) (M ? 1) with M < N. We claim that there is no homoclinic orbit with itinerary . The itinerary (0) (M ? 1) gives rise to a homoclinic orbit. Consider the component of M (W u;uu (p) \ 1 ) with itinerary . Then M (W u;uu (p) \ 1 ) = W u;uu (p) \ 1 , so that there cannot be a homoclinic orbit with itinerary .
It does not appear possible to list all homoclinic orbits that occur for small. For instance, the sheet of periodic orbits with itinerary (1121122211122122) 1 might be bounded by a single symmetric homoclinic orbit, or by two non-symmetric homoclinic orbits with itineraries 11211222 and 11122122, depending on details of the vector elds X . Note that both itineraries have the same number of 1's and 2's.
The coexistence of several homoclinic orbits for 6 = 0, described in Theorem 5.2, shows that symmetric homoclinic bellows are present for 6 = 0. The results in Section 4 are applicable to these bellows.
A Coordinate systems near homoclinic orbits
This section develops a normal form for a return map, in so called Shil'nikov variables, near a homoclinic orbit to an equilibrium with real weakest eigenvalues. We do not restrict to reversible systems. The e ort done in this section to obtain a simple normal form, makes constructions in other sections more amenable. This is in particular true for the construction of center manifolds in Appendix C and subsequently the analysis of the dynamics on the center manifolds (for instance for the explicit calculations in Section 5).
Let X be a smooth vector eld on a nite dimensional Riemannian manifold M. The right hand side of (21), : : : , (24) de nes a map G on E. Write B r = fx 2 E; kxk rg for the ball with radius r in E. We claim that G is a contraction on some ball in E: there exist r > 0 and 0 < < 1, so that G(B r ) B r .
kG(x 1 ) ? G(x 2 )k kx 1 ? x 2 k, for x 1 ; x 2 2 B r .
To check the rst item, consider the strong stable coordinate x ss of x 2 B r . Take ! small enough so that ss < s ? 2!. We may assume that ke A ss t k e ( s ?2!)t . In the following, C will denote a positive constant which can change from line to line, but does not depend on t. Now kG ss (x)(t)k e ( s ?2!)t kx 0 ss k + Corresponding estimates for the other coordinates, x s (t); x u (t); x uu (t) are obtained similarly. The rst item holds by taking r large enough. To prove the second item, take x 1 ; x 2 2 B r with x 1;ss (0) = x 2;ss (0) and x 1;uu ( ) = x 2;uu ( Thus, given large and given x 0 ss , x uu , there is a unique solution to (21), : : : , (24), i.e. a unique orbit x(t) with x ss (0) = x 0 ss , x uu ( ) = x uu , that needs time to move from fx in s = 1g to fx out u = 1g. Moreover, since kxk is bounded, for some C > Combining the above reasoning with Den89] (to obtain the leading terms in the exponential expansions of x out s and x in u ) and writing r = e ? u , it follows that x out ss = r ? s = u T ss (r; x in ss ; x out uu );
x out s = r ? s = u s (x in ss ; x out uu ) + r ? s = u T s (r; x in ss ; x out uu );
x in u = r u (x in ss ; x out uu ) + rT u (r; x in ss ; x out uu ); (27) x in uu = rT uu (r; x in ss ; x out uu ): From (27) and (29) 
The following result can be seen as giving a normal form for a return map on , in Shil'nikov variables. In its statement, one encounters functions that contain fractional powers of a real positive variable x. These functions can be di erentiated, losing a power in x with each derivative with respect to x. We will use the following notation for this smoothness property. Notation A.3 Let (x; y) 7 ! f(x; y) with x 2 R, be a function that depends smoothly on y and on x for x > 0. When writing f(x; y) = O(x ), we will assume that kD k y D l x f(x; y)k C k+l x ?l for positive constants C k+l .
Theorem A.4 Let : ! be the rst return map given by the ow of X, and let points x(j); x(j + 1) in be such that x(j + 1) = (x(j)). If 
In these coordinates, x(j + 1) and (x(j)) are related by (x ss (j + 1); x u (j + 1); x uu (j)) = T(x ss (j); x u (j); x uu (j + 1)); for some map T, with the following asymptotics:
x ss (j + 1) = O(x u (j) +! ); By combining this and the asymptotics for S in Proposition A.2 one solves (x out ss ; x out s ; x uu ) as functions of (x ss ; x u ; x out uu ). This goes as follows. From the list of equations (40) In Section 5 an unfolding of a bellows consisting of non-symmetric homoclinic orbits is considered. To enable treatment of this unfolding, the above constructions must be carried out for families of vector elds. We will indicate how this is done. Let fX g be a smooth one parameter family of vector elds with X 0 = X. Notation A.5 Let (x; y) 7 ! f (x; y) with x 2 R, be a function that depends smoothly on y, on the parameter , and on x for x > 0. When writing f(x; y) = O(x ), we will assume that kD k y; D l x f(x; y)k C k+l x ?l for positive constants C k+l .
Theorem A.6 Let : ! be the rst return map given by the ow of X , and let points x(j); x(j+1) in be such that x(j+1) = (x(j)). If (30) , (31) In these coordinates, x(j + 1) and (x(j)) are related by (x ss (j + 1); x u (j + 1); x uu (j)) = T (x ss (j); x u (j); x uu (j + 1)); for some map T , with the following asymptotics:
x ss (j + 1) = O(x u (j) +! ); x u (j + 1) = a( ) + '( )x u (j) + O(x u (j) +! );
x uu (j) = O(x u (j + 1) 1+! ):
Here a and ' are smooth functions of .
Proof. The normal form given in Lemma A.1 also holds for parameter dependent vector elds, where the linear and higher order terms depend smoothly on the parameter. The corresponding coordinate system depends smoothly on the parameter. The parameter dependent version of Proposition A.2 is proven in much the same way as the proposition itself; one considers in addition derivatives with respect to the parameter, see also Den89, Den96] . The choice of coordinates in Theorem A.4 can be made parameter dependent. An additional translation results from breaking the homoclinic connection, yielding the term a( ).
We have con ned ourselves to rst return maps for a single homoclinic orbit, on a single crosssection. Studying homoclinic bellows, consisting of two homoclinic orbits ? 1 ; ? 2 , requires the introduction of two cross-sections 1 ; 2 , each transverse to one of the homoclinic orbits. One distinguishes four maps i;j : i ! j that together form the return map : 1 2 ! 1 2 .
It is clear that for all four maps one can write down asymptotic expansions in Shil'nikov variables as above.
B Shil'nikov variables and Lin's method
In this appendix we point out the connection between Shil'nikov variables and Lin's method, a method frequently applied to obtain bifurcation equations for global bifurcation problems Lin90, San93, Kno00]. We use the notations introduced in the previous section. As pointed out, for each given su ciently large and given x out uu and x in ss there is a unique orbit x = fx(t); t 2 0; ]g such that x(0) 2 in , x ss (0) = x in ss x( ) 2 out , x uu ( ) = x out uu . In other words x( ) solves the Shil'nikov problem for the Shil'nikov data ( ; (x in ss ; 1); (1; x out uu )). With respect to a local Poincar e-map loc the coordinates (x in ss ; x out uu ; x in u ) are addressed as Shil'nikov variables. Note that there is a one-to-one correspondence between and x in u . So the coordinates given in Theorem A.4 can be seen as global Further let be a cross-section of ? equipped with Shil'nikov coordinates (x ss ; x u ; x uu ). Then for each sequence X u = (x u (i)) i2Z with each x u (i) small enough, there exists a unique`discontinuous' orbit o(X u ) allowing in jumps in the x u {direction. This is one of the core statements of Lin's method Lin90, San93, Kno00]. As mentioned there is a one-to-one correspondence between the revolution time and the coordinate x u . Therefore the statement of Theorem B.1 can be alternatively formulated as follows: for each sequence T = ( (i)) i2Z with each (i) large enough, there exists a unique`discontinuous' orbit o(T) allowing in jumps in the x u {direction. Note that the coordinate surfaces of x ss and x uu are the traces of W ss;s (p) and W u;uu (p), respectively, in . The coordinate line of x u is transverse to the direct sum of the tangent spaces of W ss;s (p) and W u;uu (p).
C Center manifolds
This appendix contains the proofs of the center manifold result Theorem 2.1 and the version Theorem 2.2 discussing parameter dependence. We will prove the results for the eigenvalue condition ? s = u , since this is satis ed for the reversible and conservative systems we study. This is the more complicated case, and is easily altered into a proof for general eigenvalue conditions. A remark on this point is contained in the proof below. The section concludes with remarks on center manifolds for reversible systems. Proof of Theorem 2.1. A center manifold W c is obtained as an intersection of a center stable manifold W ss;c , tangent to E ss E u at ? (0) , and a center unstable manifold W c;uu , tangent to E u E uu at ? (0) . We will discuss the construction of a center stable manifold, the construction of a center unstable manifold proceeds analogous.
Our proof is an adaptation, making use of the Shil'nikov coordinates from Theorem A.4, of existing proofs for center stable manifolds of smooth di eomorphisms near equilibria in a Euclidean space, see Irw80] . For the construction of these local center stable manifolds one extends the diffeomorphism near the equilibrium to a map globally close to the linearized map at the equilibrium.
We will proceed similarly and extend G j+1 to R qss R R quu . The maps G j+1 are de ned for x u positive, and then for x u nonnegative by continuity. Replacing the expressions (51),(52),(53) by x ss (j + 1) = G ss j+1 (x ss (j); jx u (j)j; x uu (j + 1)); x u (j + 1) = sign(x u (j))G u j+1 (x ss (j); jx u (j)j; x uu (j + 1)); x uu (j + 1) = G uu j+1 (x ss (j + 1); jx u (j + 1)j; x uu (j + 2)); w(x ss ; x u ):
It must be kept in mind that the constructions for negative or large values of x u bear no relevance to the actual vector eld.
Since J depends continuously on (x ss ; x u ), (x ss ; x u ) 7 ! w(x ss ; x u ) is continuous. We claim that w is continuously di erentiable. As shown above, J is a contraction on C 1 . Equivalently, H is a contraction on C . Since G is not di erentiable Irw80, GilVan87], the implicit mapping theorem cannot be applied to demonstrate smoothness of w. It follows from Theorem 2 in GilVan87] that w is indeed C 1 .
It remains to see that w depends continuously on . If l(j) = (j) for ?N j N, then the maps G j for the symbolic sequences and l equal each other for ?N + 1 j N ? 1. It follows that the xed points lie close if N is large, hence that w depends continuously on .
Non-symmetric homoclinic orbits in reversible systems break under perturbations of the vector eld. To treat this bifurcation problem, the construction of center manifolds for families of vector elds must be considered. Theorem 2.2 establishes persistence of the center manifolds from Theorem 2.1. Center manifolds are again obtained as transverse intersections of center stable and center unstable manifolds. Theorem 2 in GilVan87] implies that w is C 1 jointly in (x ss ; x u ) and .
Let w be the map whose graph yields W ss;c as in the proof above. It is straightforward to provide bounds for kDw k. The proof of Theorem 3 in GilVan87] shows how to bound the Lipschitz constants, and thus the derivatives, of w . One concludes that kDw k is bounded, uniformly in and .
For reversible systems on 2n-dimensional manifolds the involution should map center manifolds to center manifolds. Given is an involution R on 1 2 and a rst return map which is reversible with respect to R. Also given is an involution R on B 2 , connected to R by (Rx) = R (x); for each -orbit x. We claim that center manifolds W c can be constructed so that W c R = RW c :
To see this, choose symmetric cut-o functions in the above constructions. In the coordinate system x = (x ss ; x u ; x uu ), the involution R is given by R(x ss ; x u ; x uu ) = (x uu ; x u ; x ss ):
Let G j+1 = (G ss j+1 ; G u j+1 ; G uu j+1 ) be the Shil'nikov map given in (51), (52), (53). Note that G j+1 is symmetric, G j+1 R = RG j+1 :
In order to establish a symmetry for the mapping J we have to distinguish the J associated with the center stable manifold from that one which belongs to the center unstable manifold. We denote them by J ss;c and J c;uu , respectively. Likewise all quantities arising in the proof of Theorem 2.1 can be labeled with the superscripts`ss; c' or`c; uu' respectively. Note that in this notation C c;uu is the set of sequences ?N ! R 2n?1 . Also we include in the notation the dependence on the itinerary and the Shil'nikov variables (x ss ; x u ) and (x u ; x uu ), respectively. So we can conceive J ss;c as a mapping B 2 R n?1 R C ss;c 1 ! C ss;c 1 . Further, de neR : C ss;c 1 ! C c;uu 1 by ((Rx)(?k)) k2N = (Rx(k)) k2N :
Working through the proof of Theorem 2.1 we end up with J ss;c ( ; x ss ; x u ; ) =RJ c;uu (R ; x u ; x uu ;R ):
This provides the assertion on the symmetry of the center manifolds.
